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A b stra c t :
Spiritual development is an epistemological journey of seeking to make meaning of life’s activities,
order, and relationship between events (Love, 2002). This process occurs when students experience
adegreeof dissonance that pushesthem to question what they know, how they know it, and expand
their understanding based on new experiences and information learned (Bakari, 2000; Chaudhari &
Pizzolato, 2008). Studying abroad providesopportunities for students to encounter disequilibrium as
they interact with other cultures that cause them to consider alternative viewpoints, and enable
other’s practices and beliefs to influence the formation of their own views, beliefs and practices
(Chaudhari & Pizzolato, 2008). This article utilizes Fowler’s (1981) stages of faith development to
understand the meaning-making and spiritual development of study abroad participants. Multiple
semi-structured interviews (pre-, during, and post-study abroad) were conducted with 25 African-
American students who participated in long-term, immersive, study-abroad programs in thirteen
different countries on five different continents. Results show transitions, changes, and development
of students’ faith whileabroad.

In tro d uc t io n
Study abroad programsprovide theopportunity for self-exploration and personal development.

Programs can enhance both cognitive and affective skills, and increase cultural empathy and
intercultural awareness (Braskamp, Braskamp & Merrill, 2011; Carlson & Widaman, 1988; Kauffman
& Kuh, 1984; Mahon, 2009). Whileabroad, studentsengagewith new personalitiesand social norms
as they experience a lack of power in unfamiliar surroundings. Navigating different cultural
dynamics and systems challenge students to alter their approaches to forming relationships as they
learn what is considered culturally appropriate and inappropriate behavior in their new environment
(Carlson & Widaman, 1988; Kauffman & Kuh, 1984; Younes & Asay, 2003). When confronted with
varying values in their host cultures, studentsarechallenged to self-examinetheir own behaviorsand
values. These challenges allow students the opportunity to recognize and reflect on how their
behaviors affect others, acquiring a degree of multicultural training (Jenkins, 2011; Jewett, 2010;
Kauffman, Martin, & Weaver, 1992; Younes & Asay, 2003). As students learn how to value, respect,
and appropriately engagewith others, they develop amore comprehensiveand complex view of the
world (Chickering & Braskamp, 2009; Johns & Thompson, 2010; Kauffman & Kuh, 1984; Morgan
& Toms-Smedley, 2010; Younes& Asay, 2003).

Studying abroad provides opportunities for students to encounter disequilibrium as they
interact with other cultures that cause them to consider alternative viewpoints, and enable other
practicesand beliefs to influence theformation of their own views, beliefs, and practices (Chaudhari
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& Pizzolato, 2008). This disequilibrium is essential in order for students to recognize that theremay
be answers beyond their immediate understanding, creating further development of identity, faith,
and more. Students arrive at college with an understanding of themselves and others. During their
first year, their understanding of self and others is continually challenged, and students develop
greater understanding with each encounter, classroom learning, and interaction. Throughout their
collegiate years, they may return time and again to the same conversations; with each reoccurrence,
they build on former knowledgeand develop greater understanding of self and others.

In order for further development to occur, students need to experience adegree of dissonance
that pushesthem to rethink theway they view things. Similarly, studentsneed to continually question
their beliefsabout themselves, and the information they learn (Pizzolato et al., 2009). Chaudhari and
Pizzolato (2008) propose that epistemological development is enhanced by attempts to make
meaning of situations wherein the right answer is unclear; when presented with new information,
people are challenged to reconsider their ways of knowing and being. Experiences that create
disequilibrium are opportune moments to question and explore self-understanding. These
experiencesoccur frequently amongst collegestudents. Epistemological development entailsmoving
from relying on external factors to developing astrong internal sense of self, using internal strength
to understand knowledge(Chauhari & Pizzolatio, 2008; Pizzolato et al., 2009).

Ep iste m o lo g ic a l De v e lo p m e nt
William Perry (1970) provided seminal research on epistemological development, explaining

that college students make meaning of their educational experiences through a cyclical process and
sequence. Perry describes four stages of meaning-making: duality, multiplicity, relativism, and
commitment-within-relativism (Evans, Forney & Guido-DiBrito, 1998; Perry, 1970; Thomas, 2003).
In the Duality stage, knowledge is received and highly regarded from authority, and there is abelief
in absolute truths. In addition, one’s epistemology (meaning-making) in this stage is clearly unified,
but there is asimplistic, mechanical and literal interpretation of complex situations (Thomas, 2003).
This could appear in religious, political, economic and/ or racial perspectives of other groups, or of
one’s own. When asked how they know their thoughts are true, typical answers would be “ I just
know,” “ that’swhat everyonesays,” “everything you read/ seesaysso.”

Perry’s second stage, multiplicity, refers to acknowledging the role that ambiguity plays in in
truth-making and truth-telling (Thomas, 2003). In thisstage, there isatendency to favor asubjective
view of situations while struggling with logical alternatives. When faced with facts that could alter
opinions and world-views, students struggle with how this new information challenges their
previously-learned views, and may retreat to their familiar and comfortableview points. In thisstage,
pluralism thrives– sincethere isno ultimatetruth, all viewsmust beof equal worth (Thomas, 2003).
Statements indicative of this stage, would be similar to “people here are so different than back at
home,” or “ I don’t even know what to do after all thisnew information.”

In the relativism stage, there is acknowledgment and understanding that there is ambiguity in
life, and knowledge and truth is formed in complex contexts based on evidence and supporting
arguments (Thomas, 2003). Truth can therefore exist in multiple contexts, and conflicting truth can
be argued from multiple perspectives. This would be seen in statements, such as “That is your
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truth,” “your world, your truth,” and common phrasesheard amongst current collegestudentsare“ I
do me, you do you,” and “you can’t judgemeor my truth” .

Lastly, the stage of commitment-within-relativism recognizes that knowledge is complex and
not delivered in concise packages and presentations, however it is still amenable to analysis,
evaluation, reflection and eventually commitment (Thomas, 2003). Statements in this stage may be
“ I’ve considered various points of view, and here’s what I believe to be true,” or “each person
provides a unique and valuable perspective, I have some additional thoughts to further the
conversation.” A dualistic epistemology and commitment-within-relativism epistemology may
appear similar because both view truth as something that can be known and evaluated. However, a
dualistic epistemology holds a very shallow view, whereas commitment-within-relativism
epistemology wrestles with the complexities and uncertainties of life beforecoming to aconclusion
that somethingsaretrue, valuable, and worthy of commitment (Thomas, 2003).

Chaudhari and Pizzolato (2008) provide additional perspective of the epistemological
development of college students. They posit that astudents’ epistemic knowledge formation occurs
in threedimensions: cognitive, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Cognitivedimensionsentail students
developing their ability to understand knowledge as concrete, and understand that knowledge is
contextual (Chaudhari & Pizzolato, 2008; Pizzolato et al., 2008; Sisneros, Stakeman, Joyner, &
Schmitz, 2008). When students enter college, they see their professors as the authorities on
information presented; through experiences, they learn to question authority and balance
information against their own thinking (Pizzolato et al., 2008). Furthermore, Chaudhari and
Pizzolato (2008) explain that interpersonal dimensions are assumptions that are made based on
relationships with others; students attempt to define their identity based on interactions with others
similar and different than themselves. Students begin this dimension by being unsure about how to
understand and manage relationships; they complete this dimension by setting boundaries and
expectations for relationships (Chaudhari & Pizzolato, 2008). They develop their own goals, values
and beliefs about how they choose to interact with others (Pizzolato et at, 2008). Lastly,
intrapersonal dimensions are assumptions focused on understanding and sustaining personal being
and identity. Students are concerned with questions such as, “Who am I?” (Chaudhari & Pizzolato,
2008).

Id e n t i ty De v e lo p m e nt
One’s identity iscomprised of multiplecomponents, someof thoseaspectsbeing: racial/ ethnic

identity, socioeconomic status, political ideology, gender, sexual orientation, religious identity. In each
component of one’s identity, the sameepistemological questionsare raised, explored, and answered.
Chickering and Reisser (1993) compare identity development to assembling a jigsaw puzzle:
connecting competence, emotional maturity, autonomy, and positive relationships. However, I would
argue identity development ismore comparable to ascavenger hunt than assembling ajigsaw puzzle
because the stages of development build upon each other. As individuals understand their own
identity, they are able to understand their autonomy and interdependent relationships within the
larger community. As one has encounters and experiences, a person determines what they believe,
and how they will operatebased on thosebeliefs.
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Identity development theories commonly find their foundations in one of two theoretical
frameworks: psychosocial or cognitive (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Psychosocial theories view
development as seriesof stages—one progresses in thinking, feeling, behaving, valuing, and relating
to others and self (e.g. Erikson’s eight developmental stages, Chickering’s seven vectors of
development, Cross’s model of black identity formation). Cognitive theories view development as
changes in thinking and expanded schemas of values, beliefs, and assumptions (e.g. Kohlberg’s
theory of moral development, Perry’s scheme of intellectual and ethical development, Baxter
Magolda’sepistemological reflection model, Kitchener and King’s reflective judgment model).

Psychosocial theories of identity development find their foundation in Erickson’s psychosocial
stages of development (Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Cross & Fhagen-Smith, 2001; Morse, 2002;
Williams, 2006). Erikson saw social contexts affecting developmental stages; when confronted with
challenges, individuals either progress, regress, stand still, or have recurring bouts with the same
issue(Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Erikson, 1968; Williams, 2006).

During adolescence an individual encounters the identity vs. role confusion stage. This stage is
predominantly consumed with developing asocial identity, asenseof self and personal identity. It is
at this stage of development that a person has the physiological growth, mental maturation, and
social responsibility to navigate challenges and crises of identity (Astalis, 2005; Erikson, 1968). If
thisstage isnavigated successfully, an individual emergeswith an ability to stay true to themselves; if
not, they emerge with a sense of role confusion and a weak sense of self (Astalis, 2005; Erikson,
1968; Waterman, 1999).

Re l ig io u s Id e n t i ty , Sp iri tua l a nd Fa ith De v e lo p m e nt
A person’s spiritual development can be considered an epistemological journey of seeking to

make meaning of life’s activities, order, and relationship between events (Love, 2002). In alignment
with information already covered, Fowler (1981) explains that a person’s faith is the way he or she
sees themselves in relation to others in the context of a shared meaning and purpose. He further
explains that prior to a person becoming religious or irreligious, before one chooses to identify as
Catholic, Protestant, Jew, or Muslim, heor she isconcerned with how to compose their lifeand how
to makealifeworth living (Fowler, 1981).

It is important to understand the difference between faith, religion, and belief. Fowler (1981)
explains that faith is a person’s or group’s way of responding to divine value and power through
formsof cumulative tradition, whereasbelief isaway that oneexpressesfaith. Faith and religion are
reciprocal and cyclical processes – faith is invigorated and renewed by aspects of the tradition
(religion). In turn, these aspects of faith when expressed by new adherents extend and modify the
tradition (Fowler, 1981). To further clarify the distinction between faith and belief - a person does
not have faith in aconcept, aperson believesaconcept. A person’s faith is thedegree of trust heor
she has in the divine about a concept (Fowler, 1981). An example would be, a person may hold a
belief that there is life after death; the degree to which a person believes this to be true is their
amount of faith in a God that will grant them life after death. Faith involves an alignment of the
heart or commitment to trust, and loyalty to a concept. It is away of knowing, and away of living
life being shaped by that commitment. In contrast, belief is the holding of certain thoughts and
ideas in an effort to makemeaning of experiences into conceptsor stances.
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Fowler also created stages to explain the development of faith. Fowler’s (1981) first stage of
faith development is called intuitive-projective faith. This fantasy-filled stage is typically seen in
children who can be powerfully and permanently influenced by examples and stories told by adult
relatives. A child’s imagination forms long-lasting images and feelings that become more grounded
as they reflect and mature. Similarly to Perry’s first stage of epistemological development, Fowler’s
intuitive-projective stage of faith development is highly influenced by authority figures who hold
and regulateall knowledge.

Fowler’snext stageof faith development, mythic-literal, is typically seen in theupper elementary
school grades, however some adolescents and a few adults also exhibit these characteristics. In this
stage, people begin to coordinate their own perspective with others, and begin to own the beliefs
and observances that symbolize belonging to the community of believers. In addition, in this stage,
symbols have literal meaning rather than symbolic meanings and beliefs are also literal (Fowler,
1981).

People transition to Fowler’s third stage, synthetic-conventional faith, when they encounter a
clash or contradiction in stories that lead to an evaluation of meanings (Fowler, 1981). In this stage,
theperson relieson thesound adviceof afew trusted people with whom they feel secureenough to
sharetheir newly formed feelings, insights, anxietiesand commitments. Authority still residesoutside
of one’sself, typically in institutional leadership roles. A person in thisstage isable to articulate their
values and normative images, feels a deep emotional investment in these values, and is willing to
defend the group’s value system. However, they are not able to recognize that the value system
taught by the group is in-and-of-itself a system that is designed to form similar thinking and
behaviorsamongst group members (Fowler, 1981). A person’sworld extendsbeyond the family, and
consists of extended family, school or work, peers, society, media, and perhaps religion. Therefore,
their faith provides a coherent orientation to counter the complex and diverse range of
involvements. However, any strategy to demythologize symbols or sacred elements of their faith is
seen as a threat to the symbol and symbolized, and is considered an assault on the sacred (Fowler,
1981). This stage is characterized by a conformist tendency, because people are very aware of the
expectations and judgments of significant others, do not have a secure grasp of their own identity,
and lack autonomous judgment to construct an independent perspective(Fowler, 1981).

Characteristics of this stage are observed quite often amongst first-year college students who
were raised in strong faith communities. During their high school years, thesestudents typically have
routines wherein norms and expectations are regularly reinforced (e.g., bi-weekly church services,
parental influences, regular interaction with peers from the faith community). Any person who
questions their thinking is considered to be an outsider, enemy, or they may be shown a degree of
sympathy because, theassumption is, that theperson is lost or misinformed. In order to avoid being
categorized as an outsider, enemy, lost, or misinformed, peoplewithin thegroup work hard to show
they are indeed part of thegroup. In many instances, they arenot aware that they areconforming to
group-think – when one hears coherent information numerous times, they not only believe the
information, they can reiterate the information verbatim. Consequently, anyone who challenges the
information is seen as challenging more than the information, they appear to be challenging the
entiresystem.
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When students, who havebeen raised in strong faith communitieswhere their good conformist
behavior was applauded by parents and their faith communities, leave their prescribed communities
for college, many unknowingly expect similar environments when they arrive at college, and
therefore operate in the same manner as they did in their faith community. When they encounter
others who are modeling an alternate faith community’s value system, they begin to realize just how
differently faith communities communicate expectations of how their value systems should be
modeled. Initially, they may assume that someone who does not share their same value systems is
not a person of faith. They soon begin to question, and eventually embrace others who believe
similarly and differently than them.

When people encounter and respond to situations that lead to critical reflection on their value
systems (e.g., clashes or contradictions between valued authority sources, marked changes by
officially sanctioned leaders), they begin to transition to stage four: individuative-reflective faith
(Fowler, 1981). Whether one will transition to individuative-reflective stance depends on the
character and quality of the competing ideologies of both groups. For agenuine transition to occur
there must be an interruption of reliance on external sources of authority and the emergence of an
independent personality (Fowler, 1981).

Fowler (1981) identifies the college environment, travel, or moving from one community to
another as natural transition periods that provide students opportunities to interrupt reliance on
external authorities, becausethey arerequired to reflect on their own value systemswhen confronted
with other perspectives. However, many fail to interrupt their reliance on external authorities (and
sometimes reinforce their reliance) in order to cope with the newly encountered relativity (Fowler,
1981). Similarly, studying abroad also provides the opportunity for students to interrupt their
relianceon external authoritiesasthey experiencephysical distancefrom their authority figures.

Fa ith De v e lo p m e nt w h i le A b ro a d
A research study was conducted on the undergraduate experience of twenty five African-

American students, participating in immersive study abroad programs in thirteen countries on five
continents. All students attended public, land-grant research institutions in the Mid-West. Prior to
leaving for their study abroad programs, three participants mentioned that they were Christian, but
they did not talk about any intentions to connect with a church or group of believers while abroad.
While abroad, one-third of the participants searched for churches in their host countries and
regularly attended services during their study abroad program. In addition, while overseas and upon
return, additional participants mentioned having some type of involvement with churches in their
host countries. Upon return to the U.S., the majority of these students discussed how their
involvement in churches in their host country had a significant impact on their faith. In the
following student reflections, nameshavebeen changed to protect anonymity.

Find ing a Fa ith C o m m unity Wh ile A b ro a d
Dana was a student who identified as a person of faith during her initial interview prior to

studying abroad. When asked about her thoughts of studying abroad as an African-American
female, she commented, “ I think it will be fine. In the beginning, I was a little nervous because it’s
new, but I know that God’s going to protect me. I’m going to be fine.” She did not discuss her faith
any further, and did not allude any further that she was religious in any capacity. I did not push the
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topic further since it seemed to be an off-the-cuff comment to provide a nice response to finish a
statement. Dana did not make any additional comments about God or faith throughout the
remainder of theconversation.

During her first month abroad, Danaand I talked about her initial experiences. Sheshared that
shehad found afew studentswith asimilar faith background, and invited them to accompany her to
the church she found. Throughout her five months abroad, Dana did not share further about
attendingchurch, but shedid makestatements that revealed shehad afaith background (e.g., praying
for strength, God protectingher, findingstrength and peace in aplacewhereit iseasy to forget who
you are). It was only during her last interview while abroad that Dana shared that she had been
attendingchurch theentire timeshewasabroad:

Thefirst week that I washere, I looked into theyellow pagesand emailed thepastor and
said I wasnew in [host country] but didn’t want to trek theremyself, and no onehere
wanted to go, so hevolunteered to pick meup. It wasdefinitely aleap of faith becauseI was
like“ I do not know thesepeopleat all.” But it wasagreat serviceand they definitely havea
great community there. And they expressed “Whatever you need, just let usknow. Just call
us, wewant to beherefor you.” So that wasvery comforting from thebeginning just to
haveacommunity there, not only of faith but of peoplewho will look out for you and check
up on you every now and then.

Danaexplained why shechoseto find achurch to attend in her host country:

I think that I knew myself in termsof what I would need in anew environment. I knew that
peopleweregoing to behugefor me, obviously safety, but thepeoplecan either makeyour
experiencegood or bad. I know back homemy faith community hasbeen very instrumental
in just helpingmewith school and things likethat, so I knew that for meI needed that. So
that definitely helped meadjust becauseif not, I would haveprobably been like, “Oh I want
to go home.”

In reflecting on Dana’s words, she shows the importance a faith community has to her
emotional and mental state. She relied on the community to provide strength when she was lonely
and uncertain. Dana’s decision to ride in acar with complete strangers reveals the level of trust she
hasfor authority figures in afaith community – shetrusted them to protect her and did not question
whether they had any ill intention.

Tanya was also open about her faith prior to leaving the United States; she shared that she
planned to get involved with Christians in her host country. On her home campus, she was “ really
involved with a Christian ministry, and I didn’t realize there’s the same ministry there, so… I’m
taking another part of my identity—my Christianity.” Tanya revealed aspects of her faith
development, her beliefs about others, and how she planned to interact with others who did not
shareher beliefs:

Another thing I’vebeen thinking about is thereligiousatmosphere in [host country]. From
what I’veseen and heard it’spredominantly agnostic, likenon-practicing Catholic, and then
therest is likeagnostic/ atheistic. So asaChristian trying to work in aministry that focuses
on sharing thegospel, I might haveahard time, alanguagebarrier. But I feel there’sareason
I’m going to [host country] and I just really want my skills to beable to help metalk to
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peopleand form good relationshipswith people, so I don’t losemy identity, and I can also
sharemy identity with other people… People told meit’saspiritually dark place. They’re
kind of hollow. Like it lookspretty, but there’snot much there. I havealot to think about,
but I think I’m ready.

 
From Tanya’s words, you can see her stage of faith development is in synthetic-

conventional stage. Her use of words such as “dark” and “hollow” reveals a level of judgment of
others who do not understand what she has come to understand. She believes an aspect of her
purpose in going to her host country is to convert people to Christianity. In sharing her faith with
others, shewill also reiterateher own beliefsand identity.

De e p e n ing o f Fa ith Wh ile A b ro a d
Participantsalso discussed how their faith had deepened whileabroad. Participantsshared some

of the lessons learned in their host counties and how those lessons impacted their faith. Dana
shared during her last interview abroad about how being independent caused her to rely on God
sinceshedid not haveher normal support systems:

Thiswholeprocessand just being on my own has increased my faith in God, becauseI
cannot control half thethings that do happen and will happen… increasing my faith and
really trusting that everything isgoing to work out over here. I can’t just call homeand tell
mom or dad about it, and ask for help. I’m doing everythingon my own.

Similarly, Tinashared about her faith changing asaresult of no longer havingher safe“bubble.” She
interacted with new peopleand heard differing perspectives:

TherewerethingsI never really thought about—wisdom being learned. But alot of things,
it’sbeen “Oh, that’swhat that means.” When I was in theU.S., I had my comfort zoneand
felt comfortabletalking about my faith. But I guessgoing to adifferent place, I realized I
closed myself in. I am gettingout of theChristian bubble. Wehad aretreat thispast
weekend, really challengingmeto go out and bebold in my faith.

Duringher last interview whileshewasabroad, Patriciaalso shared how much her faith had been
impacted by encountering new people, concepts, and being independent:

Faith-wise, this trip hasbeen aspiritual journey. Mostly, becauseGod wantsmehere, there’s
areason why I’m herewith thisgroup of people. I feel likeI’m alot better about going to
church herethan I wasback on campus. Last year, I didn’t go to church almost at all because
of classes. And hereit’s like, “Oh my gosh if I don’t go, I’m going to missout on seeing
peopleand my friends, and I’m going to missout on what we’re learninghere.” I feel like
everythingwe’vetalked about at church applies to me, liketrusting in Him, learning how to
let go of things, focusingon theimportant things. Startingwith prioritizingGod, everything
falls into place. Being open about speakingabout your faith. Peopleask questionsall the
time, and I’m supposed to besaying what I’ve learned. Being ableto givemore, instead of
everyoneenrichingyour experience.

In all threestories, you can seetheuniqueopportunity study abroad providesstudents. In leaving
thefamiliarity of home, studentshave to rely on themselvesfor their day-to-day needs. This
independencecausesthem to realizethey haveinternal strength that isseparate from their social
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groupsand faith groups. During their interactionswith faith communities, they learn new concepts
about what they aresupposed to bedoing and thinking. Interestingly, you can seetheconformity
stagestill emerging in their comments. They trust and follow the lessonstaught by thespiritual
figures in their host countriessimilarly to how they would trust and follow their spiritual leaders
back at home.

Ev a lua t ing Fa ith Up o n Re tu rn ing Ho m e
 

Prior to studying abroad and while abroad, participants reveal a synthetic-conventional stage of
faith development. However, their interactions with faith communities and the time away from their
homes impacted them more than they anticipated. Upon return to their homes and home faith
communities, participants began to see the differences in faith communities and their personal faith
development. Upon return to the U.S., Dana was able to articulate differences between her faith
communitiesabroad and at home:

I think that in theUnited States, weseethegospel asvery self-centered — God help me. We
seeblessingsasacar or likeajob, just havingavery microscopic view of who God is, and
moreof areligiousthing—like“ I’m going to bereligious” or “ I’m going to beagood
person.” I learned over thereabout knowingall of who God isand that bad thingshappen,
not becausehe’spunishingus. And I learned moreabout God, and just like there’salso alot
of fluffy thingsthat happen in church, too, that arenot necessary, and can takeaway from
thecoreof why you go.

Tinaalso shared thedifferencesshenoticed between churches in theStatesand abroad:

It’s interesting becauseeven throughout collegewhen I started to takemy faith more
seriously, I was in church communities that weremore[focused] towardsacontemporary,
almost WhiteChristian. So it wasalot moreof likecalmer worship. I guess introspective is
thebest way to put it. My church in Southern Europewasmoreinternational, but it’sstill
pretty contemporary. Like, wedon’t really singgospel songsor stuff like that. Also, our
church in Southern Europewasmoresituated for ayoung 20sor 30s that are traveling for a
while… so alot of thesermonsfocusalot on making timefor God, thingsto center young
peopleand stuff. I haven’t been to my church back homefor awhile, but I know moreof
Black worship can beon God’spower and hisability to do things. Not to say that either of
thosearewrong. Thoseareall aspectsof him.

Patriciamadean interestingobservation, shenoticed themessageswerethesame, but her ability to
hear them wasdifferent in theU.S. than abroad. When asked if therewasadifferencein what her
church emphasized at homethan what her host country church emphasized, Patriciashared, “ I think
they’resaying thesamethings likehome, but hereeverything isamplified, and I’m seeing weaknesses
in my faith. Coming here, I’m like ‘Oh, that’swhat I’m supposed to bedoing.’ I’m hyper awareof
thingsbecauseI’m not at thesamechurch.”

This last set of comments show the beginning of a transition from synthetic-conventional to
individuative-reflective. After being abroad and experiencing new forms of worship, variance in
messages, conversations with fellow believers, participants were able to see differences in faith
communities and to evaluate how both communities view God, the role of faith, and the
responsibilities of believers who choose to be part of the community. A follow-up question asked
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to those who identified differences in the faith communities was, what will they do with their new-
found knowledge?

Dana acknowledged that the noticeable difference in her home church and the church she
attended while abroad had led to growth pains: “ I learned a lot spiritually and it has shaped what I
look for when I’m looking for a church right now. I grew up in a church home here, but I’m kind
of…having growth pains.” Tinaalso discussed theadjustment back to America:

I’vebeen thinkingabout thisalot. I’ve just been seeing theimportanceof finding—and to
meit’snot just religion—theimportanceof finding agood community of believers that’s
available. It’salot easier to find here in Americathan it is in Southern Europe, which is
overall, pretty atheist or agnostic. So my church that I was in growingup, I didn’t really have
that good of arelationship with them. So I don’t even know if I’ll go back to that church…
Of course, there’sno way I can mimic thesametypeof community, but just seeking out a
community that I can pour into and that can pour into measwell.

Thesestatementsand questionsarecommon amongst college-aged studentswhether they study
abroad or remain at home. With new knowledgeand experiencesgained, studentsquestion how they
will return to their faith communities in the same manner and expectations as they left for college.
With these participants, they were nearing the end of their college experiences and had not
transitioned in to the next stage of faith development. Studying abroad and encountering a
community of believers in another country prompted the questions and further development of
faith.

C o nc lusio n
Study abroad provides students with unique opportunities to engage with different cultures,

gain independence, and develop cultural empathy and sensitivity. Furthermore, it can impact aspects
of a person’s identity far beyond expectation. For the students studied, their host universities and
program providers did not discuss their religious identity, needs or support with them. Yet, it was a
very important aspect for thesestudents. Their faith communitieshad themost profound impact on
their identity beyond any other aspect of the programming implemented at their institutions and by
providers.

Continued efforts need to be made to understand the student experienceand provide adequate
support while abroad. Establishing rapport, learning student’s backgrounds, and identifying areas of
growth for each student is essential. Study abroad offices and overseas partners need to collaborate
on identifying areas of growth for each student, recognizing that unexpected areas of a student’s
identity may provide the greatest areas of growth. In addition, reflective questioning throughout the
entirety of a study abroad experience empowers students to take time to consider the implications
of their experiences, and to determine how they want to incorporate lessons learned into their lives
upon return to theU.S.

Further research needs to be conducted to determine whether there are similarities and
differences in the faith development of students from various religions. Fowler’s work focused on
people of Christian faith, however his explanations would seem applicable to more than Christian
students. In addition, this study was conducted amongst African American students. It would be
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interesting to see if there are similarities or differences amongst students of other races. Fowler’s
work was conducted primarily with white students, so it would be assumed research conducted with
studentsof other raceswould havesimilar results.
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